Jesus, therefore, was to free man through selfless welfare activi ties in order to bring to fruition a world of brotherhood and love where war and violence would become things of the past. These transcendent ends would be achieved through the proliferation of mutual aid societies and cooperatives across the face of the land， the accomplishment of which would reduce the exploitative defects of capitalism, eventually replacing an economy based upon greed with the planned communalism of the Guild Socia list state.4 More concretely, the society embraced a wide varie ty of welfare and reform programs: womens' suffrage, mono gamous marriage, slum rehabilitation, child welfare, worker education, prohibition, and the abolition of prostitution.5
All of these projects were practical and pragmatic remedies for existing social ills, yet all were means as well to free the oppressed from the restraints of fetish economics and lead the way toward a world of peace, perfection, and eternal love. Such were the ideological trappings with which the movement began.
During the initial period, as with most religious sects, recruit ment of new members was by personal invitation of the society, and, hence, was highly selective, somewhat elitist in tone, and moderately formalized. Although the society made no efforts to publicize its activities, news of its formation circulated abroad, and within a short time prospective members were coming for ward at such a rate that the brethren found it necessary to devise a three stage novitiate to screen, test, and indoctrinate candidates before passing upon their final admission. Novices were expected 4. For a full exposition of this philosophy see Kagawa Toyohiko, Shukan Keizai no Genri (The Principles of Subjective Economics), ^enshu, V o l.9, p . 177
5. Topping, Friends of Jesus, p. 3.
一 197 一 to endure a one year trial period as "Friend" ，a second as "Brother" ，and still a third as " Servant" before advancing to final confirmation as a full fledged member of the society.6
During their novitiate candidates were required to read a special body of literature by way of introduction into the sect's philo sophy of life. Reflecting the broad syncretic approach of the Japanese to Christianity, these works included both the Old 
The K ingdom o f God Movem ent
Reflections in Kagawa's diary during the spring of 1929 sug gest that, in spite of the prevailing optimism of the previous fall, the Friends of Jesus quest for "one million souls for Christ" was proving little more than evangelical rhetoric. Proselytiza tion in the field demonstrated to Kagawa that the conversion of one million Japanese in a decade was a somewhat visionary prospect. At the present rate of progress, he hypothesized, 400,000 converts over a ten year period was a much more realis tic goal. In his estimation it would take 100 years of persistent evangelization to reach the mythical million mark,19 a figure, given the population growth rate of that day, which would hardly represent a significant proportion of the total population. Nurses, farmers, fishermen, miners, seamen, factory workers, shopkeepers, policemen, teachers, students, and government employees, all would become the target of specially trained recruiting teams. Moreover, under this plan the role of the farm gospel and urban labor schools would be expanded.
In these schools, along with more practical subjects, students would be exposed to the principles of Christian Socialism and were absolutely desperate, a state of affairs he attributed to speculative agricultural practices.24 These were the observa tions of a man who had spent the past eight years evangelizing through every district in Japan, who had written widely on the plight of the rural villages, and who had in fact helped found the Japan Farmers5 Union. Kagawa correctly sensed the grow ing unrest among the rural proletariat, the need for an emotional outlet for their frustrations and anxieties. Villages turned out en masse to hear the famous man speak, they applauded his 23. Kagawa, Ibid., p. 90. 24. Ibid., p. 101. sermons, but they did not become Christians. Kagawa puzzled over this matter, but was unable to come to any final conclusions.
It is interesting to speculate upon the reasons for the relative lack of success of the social gospel movement in early Showa. To begin with, the power of indigenous religious beliefs was very difficult to overcome. Particularly Tenrikyo and Konkokyo were expanding rapidly in the countryside during these years. 
